Conflict Minerals Training
Tetra Tech, in partnership with Hewlett Packard Enterprise, provides CDX-CMD Manager training using a highly successful, hands-on approach with industry specific examples and exercises to effectively demonstrate the nuances associated with the system. Additionally, the Dodd-Frank, Section 1502 (Conflict Minerals rule) will be reviewed, providing attendees a roadmap to follow for compliance to the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).

This class will cover the requirements for suppliers that do not have to file with the SEC but, as part of business contracts, still must report to customers.

What Can Tetra Tech Do To Help?
- **Training:** Provide a breakdown of what the rule requires and how to comply.
- **Assessments:** Review products to assess which Conflict Minerals (CM) requirements affect your company. A list of actions required and relevant deadlines may be created to assist with on-time compliance.
- **Supply Chain Mapping:** Survey your supply chain and create a report showing which suppliers have CM.

Who Should Attend?
Any company that uses CDX-CMD Manager to provide CM data to customers and for soliciting data from suppliers.

Training Qualifications
- Stakeholder Work Group Participant - CM Reporting Standard development for U.S. Electronics Industry Organization
- Currently manage the CM Supply Chain Compliance reporting for thousands of suppliers
- 16,000 professionals in more than 400 offices worldwide
- Trained more than 250 companies on Conflict Minerals

Contact Information
For more information on the Conflict Minerals Rule and our trainings, please contact us at 734.213.4092 or via email at: ConflictMinerals@tetratech.com.

Attendees will have access to the CDX-CMD Manager training server for 30 days and the system manual.
Conflict Minerals Declaration Manager

Several manufacturing facilities in North America have recently made the decision to use the Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE) Compliance Data Exchange (CDX) internet based system for all Conflict Mineral reporting. Suppliers may submit Conflict Mineral Declarations using the Conflict Minerals Declaration (CMD) Manager feature within the CDX system.

Tetra Tech Inc., an officially endorsed CDX training partner of HPE, provides training and service opportunities to help manufacturing facilities and their supply chain with meeting their Conflict Mineral reporting obligations.

Tetra Tech’s CDX services include:
- Licensing
- Data collection
- Supplier Submission review
- Data entry
- Customer reporting
- Program management
- Training

Call today and learn how we can support you in meeting your Conflict Minerals reporting requirements.

CDX and CMD Licenses, Training and Services:
734.213.4092 | ConflictMinerals@tetratech.com